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BioCentury Research Farm - Paint Booth Automation 
Problem Statement 
o BioCentury Research Farm is an affiliate of Iowa State University and operates with the mission to 
support agricultural sciences and research in local regions. The Farm assembles parts for agricultural 
equipment. 
o The BioCentury Research Farm (BCRF) is requesting paint booth modification. The current paint booth 
has an exhaust fan that is manually controlled. The fan is operated with an appropriate cycle of about 
85% of the time. However, the other 15% of the time, the fan is either not used, turned off too soon, or left 
on too long. 
o The issue has continued to waste time, affecting employee productivity. If parts aren’t dried or rotated in 
proper time, it will delay work cycles until the employee corrects the problem independently. Additionally, 
parts are not labeled with names or painting times. 
o The coding of a programmable logic controller and installation of the corresponding fully integrated 
system is to be conducted by the capstone team to fit the requirements of the BioCentury Research Farm. 
o Addressing the issue with the paint booth will remove manual labor costs by up to 30 minutes/day for 
BioCentury Research Farm. 
o Improvements from this project will extend beyond the BioCentury Research Farm. Parts will be rotated 
more quickly and efficiently, empowering BioCentury Research Farm to serve at higher capacity to clients. 
Disciplines 
Bioresource and Agricultural Engineering | Industrial Technology 
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1 PROBLEM STATEMENT  
o BioCentury Research Farm is an affiliate of Iowa State University and operates with the mission 
to support agricultural sciences and research in local regions.  The Farm assembles parts for 
agricultural equipment. 
o The BioCentury Research Farm (BCRF) is requesting paint booth modification. The current paint 
booth has an exhaust fan that is manually controlled.  The fan is operated with an appropriate 
cycle of about 85% of the time.  However, the other 15% of the time, the fan is either not used, 
turned off too soon, or left on too long. 
o The issue has continued to waste time, affecting employee productivity. If parts aren’t dried or 
rotated in proper time, it will delay work cycles until the employee corrects the problem 
independently. Additionally, parts are not labeled with names or painting times. 
o The coding of a programmable logic controller and installation of the corresponding fully 
integrated system is to be conducted by the capstone team to fit the requirements of the 
BioCentury Research Farm. 
o Addressing the issue with the paint booth will remove manual labor costs by up to 30 
minutes/day for BioCentury Research Farm. 
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o Improvements from this project will extend beyond the BioCentury Research Farm. Parts will be 
rotated more quickly and efficiently, empowering BioCentury Research Farm to serve at higher 
capacity to clients. 
2 MAIN OBJECTIVE 
• The main objective is to automate the exhaust fan cycle and integrate indicator lights attached 
to the BioCentury Research Farm paint booth. 
Specific objectives include: 
o Program relay to shut off exhaust fan at prescribed times. 
o Implement a visual indication that the booth can be used again, and parts are dry. 
• Rationale 
o Improve the speed in which parts are painted and replaced by 10%. 
o Reduce the chances of running paint booth fan for too long from 15% to less than 5%. 
• Project Scope 
o The allocated budget is $1,000 US. 
o BCRF includes access to workspace, a programmable logic controller (PLC), and various electrical 
hardware for installation. 
o BCRF does not include a training program for software to be run on PLC. 
3 METHODS/APPROACH 
A. Methods/Approach 
o Reference Material(s) 
o https://cdn.automationdirect.com/static/manuals/p1userm/p1userm.html 
o https://www.arduino.cc/en/Main/Software 
o http://www.spraysystems.com/news/nfpa-33-a-guide-to-fire-safety-compliance-for-
paint-spray-booths 
o Data collection:  
o Determine what paint products are used by the BCRF.   
- Rust-oleum spray paints: Farm & Implement, Primer, High-Performance 
Enamel. 
o Monitor the temperature and humidity of the painting environment. 
o Determine average dry times for products in the summer and winter seasons. 
- At regular summer conditions in the Farm (humidity: 35-75%, temperature: 88-
90 degrees F), dry time is approximately 30 minutes. 
- At regular winter conditions in the Farm (humidity: 35-50%, temperature: 56-
60 degrees F), dry time is approximately 40 minutes. 
o Skills:  
o Ability to think logically and systematically to comprehend relay logics 
integrated into our system’s components.   
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o Class content from TSM 363 and TSM 465 was applicable to the content of this 
project as they taught us about programming and electrical systems. 
o Safety content from TSM 270 and 370 was also vital to this project due to its 
emphasis on safety for the user. 
o TSM 440 also provided vital information relating to waste and team building. 
o Solutions:  
o Solutions were modeled by building a decision matrix and a bill of materials. 
o Metrics pertaining to time, cost, and quality were scaled and assigned weighted 
values that led us to our conclusions. 
o Weighing of metrics was guided by the client’s priorities. 
-In order of importance, metrics include viability, safety, competency, cost. 
o Improving the time it takes to rotate parts through the paint booth was our 
most important factor. 
o The proposed solution directly addresses the stated project objectives and 
scope. 
o Conference calls have been maintained every other week with the client to 
ensure alignment with goals and end results. 
o Organization:  
o Work was organized in our time by following group reports, assigning roles, and 
delegating tasks over group messages, and when we met in person. 
o Major milestones of this project included organizing ourselves into a high-
functioning team and providing a service to clients that were out of our 
collective realm of competency. 
o We responded to setbacks by being open and honest whenever we faced 
shortcomings, due to lack of knowledge or ability, when developing decisions.  
This happened when we were faced with choosing sensors, and when we had to 
wire parts together. 
4    RESULTS  
Results/Deliverables 
o The main objective of this project is to design and implement a fully automated paint 
booth system. 
o The system includes a programmable logic controller configured to operate a fan 
according to inputs given by a sensor from Omega, which reads temperature and 
relative humidity. The PLC is located in the fuse box, as shown in Figure 1.1. 
o The PLC is wired into the system’s power box to control the fan and lights within the 
booth. The sensor located in the booth will read the temperature and humidity levels 
and return that information to the PLC. The PLC will tell the fan and lights to run for the 
proper amount of time to remove electrical waste. Further details can be found in the 
appendix. 
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o The fan system provides a safe and cost-avoiding solution to the issue of removing 
harmful aerosol paint byproducts. OSHA’s standard for acute inhalation would span 10-
15 minutes.  Additionally, in accordance with 1915.35(b)(3), determination on whether 
paint booth compartment is vapor-free shall be made after ventilation equipment has 
been shut down for at least 10 minutes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.1 
Recommendations 
It is recommended that BioCentury Research Farm supervisors train employees about the potential risks 
and dangers associated with painting indoors. Knowledge concerning this subject will help ensure that 
proper practices are performed on the new system, resulting in a safer work environment.  
5 BROADER OPPORTUNITY STATEMENT  
Employee safety is the absolute most important protocol to be followed by any company.  Safety 
precautions must be deliberate and methodical, which requires awareness of the root cause to any 
given hazard.  Our goal with automating the paint booth system is to build a system with an inherent 
safety design such that hazards are eliminated entirely.  When installed correctly, our air removal 
system prevents the likelihood of a harmful situation pertaining to paint fume exposure from occurring.  
It also prevents the likelihood of wasting energy costs by running the exhaust system for too long. 
Painting is a very large industry, creating millions of jobs worldwide. It is certain that not all painting 
operations are organized in a safe way. Hazardous operations occur when there are dermal contact and 
ingestion of toxic paint products. A lack of education on standards and regulations for the paint industry 
paired with limited cost-effective safety products may cause industrial businesses to neglect the effort 
of safety maintenance. If there were safety products supplied in easy to use, low-cost packages, then 
painting operations everywhere would be able to benefit.  
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The solution we have created could be used in any situation or industry that requires the movement of 
air from one place to another. Whether this involves exhaust from a machine or fumes from a welder, 
air quality is important.  Our specific focus deals primarily with ventilation.  The work we have pursued 
in serving BioCentury Research Farm through system-level automation can serve as a benchmark effort 
for reducing human error at the expense of public safety in the industrial workplace.  
6 GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT  
Below is the BCRF paint booth and the power box where the PLC will be located. 
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8 APPENDIXES 
Main Program #1 
This is the main program that the PLC loads and reads when the main On/Off switch is turned on. Before 
anything can happen, the system must retrieve input data (Temperature and humidity values) from its 
sensors.     
Once the input temperature variable is recorded and sent from the temperature thermocouple, it is 
processed by the first set of limit commands. These commands compare the input temperature across a 
series of varying temperature ranges and assign it to its according subroutine to jump to. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Subroutine #1 
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Each of the 8 subroutines has the same function; to determine relative humidity within their own set 
temperature parameter. This is the final step in determining how long the fan should run in a painting 
operation according to ambient conditions. The subroutines are also the location of the logic that sends 
an output voltage to the fan relay to make it turn on. 
Once the program jumps to a subroutine, the humidity sensor records and sends a value to the PLC to 
tell it which timer to activate. When a humidity value is attained, a set of limit commands in each 
subroutine turn on timers of varying lengths. As these timers count to their max value, the fan runs. 
Once the timer has reached its max value, the subroutine completed, and the program heads back to 
the main program. 
Note: This explanatory flowchart of one of 8 subroutines only shows the timers and outputs associated 
with two humidity input windows. Within the real program, there would be 5% humidity windows from 
35%-75% to accommodate for varying weather. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Lighting Control 
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The lighting control logic is located within the main program and is an essential piece of the safety 
aspect of this design. The program is coded to turn the fan and the lights on/off at the same time. This 
will prevent operators from being able to spray unless the lights and the fan are operating. 
For the operation of the overhead process status indicator, the light will be red during the drying 
operation of the fan and green once the cycle is completed. Signal lighting outputs are linked with each 
timer associated with counting the fan run time. Upon restarting the system, the indicator light will 
reset and wait for the process to re-energize it again. 
The “T1:EN” output from Timer #1 will be used to command the red light to turn on while the timer is 
counting (meaning the parts are not done drying). Once the timer has finished counting, the “T1:DN” 
output will be used to turn on the green indicator lamp. The final lighting stage is for the system to keep 
the green indicator light on for 2 hours after the fan stops running, so operators can see from a distance 
whether or not their parts are ready to be handled. 
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Main Program #2: Sequence Completion  
Once the fan has run through a cycle and the timing sequence for the green light has run out, the 
program shuts itself down and powers down to save power. 
 
 
The logic displayed throughout the appendix is a general code that can work with any PLC. It was 
constructed with Allen Bradley commands, which could differ from other brands such as 
AutomationDirect and Rockwell. The code will be similar, but commands such as jump to a subroutine 
may be named differently. 
